
ProSpin is a “touch-free” microfiber cleaning innovation that takes versatility and convenience to another 
level.  ProSpin comes with a unique spin handle and frame that hinges 90 degrees on each end. This foldable 
frame allows the flat microfiber mop to be inserted in either the clean 
water-side of the bucket, or the spin basket for drying.  Leave one end 
of the mop flipped up after drying, and you transform the handle into 
a specialty tool that cleans baseboards, stairs and other hard to reach 
vertical areas.   Don’t confuse ProSpin with domestic spin-dry mop 
buckets advertised on television. Instead of the commonly used string 
deck mop, ProSpin comes with a commercial grade 18-inch flat microfi-
ber mop head that can be removed and machine laundered hundreds 
of times. 

Introducing the 

Pro Spin
Advanced Flat Mop System

Now you can spin-dry your microfiber mop  
and use it to clean 90 degree surfaces.  
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•	 Unique	90°	foldable	frame	to	clean	baseboards,	wall-corners	and	stairs

•	 Easy	conversion	with	the	use	of	your	foot	to	snap	mop	back	into	flat	 
position

•	 The	ONLY	flat,	folding	microfiber	pad	that	can	be	inserted	into	the	spin	
dry basket and is totally touch-free!

•		 Offers	safe,	simple-to-use	push/pull	motion	to	spin	basket	and	dry	the	
mop

•		 Includes	four	swivel	casters	for	easy	maneuverability	and	transportation	
to and from the filling station.



ProSpin Professional Spin Mop Bucket

Questions? (800) 237-7582Effective	1/31/13

Features:

A specially designed microfiber pad with 
pockets sewn on each end, fits snuggly 
onto the frame and is held firmly in place 
as you transition from general floor clean-
ing to specific 90 degree cleaning tasks.

Easy	Conversion	with	the	use	of	your	foot	
to snap mop back into flat position

How To Tip:  Use your foot to press one end 
of the hinged mop to a flat position, leave 
the other end in a 90 degree position, and 
now you’re ready to clean the floor and 
baseboard at the same time.

Can	be	inserted	into	the	spin	dry	basket	
totally touch-free!

How To Tip:  Simply place the mop in the 
basket, unlock the height adjustment knob 
and move the handle up and down.  This 
plunger type motion creates tremendous 
centrifugal force in the spin basket and 
thoroughly dries the mop.

Important Safety Features! 

Finally, unlike domestic models, ProSpin includes 
four swivel casters for faster cleaning, easy ma-
neuverability and transportation to and from the 
filling station

Domestic mop buckets require the opera-
tor to lift their leg and push a foot pedal to 
spin dry the mop.  
This technique 
represents a ma-
jor slip and fall 
risk, especially on 
a wet floor!  ProS-
pin dries the mop 
without stand-
ing on one leg to 
activate a foot pedal. The operator simply 
uses the handle to spin the basket and dry 
the mop. 

Unique	90°	foldable	frame	to	clean	base-
boards, wall-corners and stairs


